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Abstract

We have chosen from the literature a model which describes the SCC evolution considering three stages of the crack
propagation: intergranular, transgranular and ductile rupture. We have verified the applicability of this model to describe the
SCC failure of the CANDU type nuclear fuel and adapted it by considering the particular mechanical properties of the
cladding, the actual value of the area of interest for SCC and by calculating the local concentration using the values of the
iodine activities in the gap as predicted by an adequate fuel element computer code. We improved this overall model
expressing the transgranular cracking threshold stress in terms of surface energy, crystallographic orientation of the fracture
plane and of the fractional coverage with ZrI . The results of the calculations performed using this improved model4

confirmed the applicability of the model to describe the SCC failure of the CANDU type nuclear fuel. q 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reseved.

1. Introduction

Ž .The most important factor affecting the integrity of nuclear fuel elements is the environmental assisted cracking EAC .
Ž .One of the EAC mechanisms is stress corrosion cracking SCC . Stress corrosion cracking takes place when the irradiation

embrittled cladding is subjected to high stresses during power ramps in the corrosive environment consisting of the fission
w xproducts 1,2 . The defect mechanism under power ramping conditions was attributed to iodine induced stress corrosion
w xcracking 3,4 due to the similarities between the fracture surface morphologies corresponding to the in-pile generated

defects and to those produced by laboratory iodine induced SCC.
It has been demonstrated that iodine is liberated by g radiolysis of solid CsI in a fuel rod under pressure and that the

w xconcentration of thus-liberated iodine is high enough to cause SCC of a Zircaloy cladding 5 . Iodine can react with the metal
of the cladding to form zirconium iodide, considered to be representative of corrosive or embrittling species present in a fuel

w xrod 6 . The corrosive effect of iodine and zirconium iodides is the weakening of the Zr–Zr bond at the crack tip. The iodine
w xinduced embrittlement of Zr may be considered 3,7 analogous to the grain boundary embrittlement or temper embrittlement

Ž w x.of steels materials fracture as a consequence of cohesion lowering along grain boundaries due to elemental segregation 8 .
The common cause of these phenomena is the reduction of surface energy which promotes the propagation of Griffith cracks
w x w x7 . This phenomenon has been intensively studied 9–11 due to its importance in describing the chemically assisted
fracture.
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w xCrack initiation is considered to be the controlling step in SCC of the cladding tubes 12 . Attempts have been made to
describe the crack initiation either by starting from experimental work and establishing the log-normal distribution of the

w x w x w xinitial crack lengths 4 or by trying to explain it by creep mechanisms 7 . A detailed model was developed in paper 3 ,
describing the crack initiation by diffusion-controlled cavitation of the grain boundary including the effects of metal
embrittlement by iodine species. The crack initiation stage, associated with void nucleation, is generally recognised to

w xdominate the failure times for initially undamaged materials 3 . Other authors associated the crack initiation sites in the fuel
Ž . w xelement cladding with the pre-existing chemical and mechanical defects 13,14 . It is possible that the internal surface of

the fuel element cladding contain chemical and mechanical fabrication defects having radial dimensions up to 10% of the
cladding thickness. These defects can be considered incipient cracks.

ŽThe crack propagation is caused by the high stresses appearing during the rapid increases of the fuel linear power power
.ramps that accompany the refuelling operation in CANDU reactors. The stresses due to the expansion of the fuel pellets are

considered to be concentrated in the cladding zones corresponding to pellet–pellet interfaces. The stress–strain curve of the
irradiated material can be used to express the mechanical properties of the cladding and it contains implicitly the irradiation
embrittlement effect.

The fuel cladding having the internal surface coated with a graphite layer is characterised by a lower failure rate through
the SCC mechanism than the fuel cladding without graphite coating. The role of the graphite layer in reducing the corrosive

w xeffect of the iodine and its compounds is not entirely clarified. It has been shown 15 that stable Zr I C and CsZr I C canx y x y

be formed in samples of oxidised CANLUB coated Zy-4 cladding exposed to I and CsI, respectively, at 3208C. The2

formation of these compounds should reduce the SCC process because the compounds are binding the corrosive reactants
Ž . w xsuch as ZrI and CsI . The corrosive species can also be retained in the graphite layer by adsorption and absorption 2,16 .4

It was possible to express the amount of fission products reactedrabsorbedradsorbed by the graphite per unit mass of
w xgraphite 2 and consequently to account for the reduction of the iodine coverage at the inner surface of the cladding.

There are two possibilities to describe the cladding SCC failure process. The first one evaluates the SCC failure
Žprobability during in reactor operation as an empirical function of the operation parameters burnup, linear power, and linear

. w xpower increase during a power ramp named fuelogram 17 . These probabilities have been established using the
experimental data available from in reactor operation of the fuel elements and are used to evaluate the threshold values of
the operation parameters for which, at the considered burnup, the fuel elements are not affected by the SCC failure process
during power ramps. A second possibility to describe SCC failure process is modelling the evolution of the stress corrosion
crack in order to obtain a better understanding of the process. The development of models to describe the fuel cladding SCC
phenomenon is also a necessary step to evaluate the failure thresholds for the parameters describing the fuel element

Ž . w xbehaviour local stress in the cladding, local iodine concentration 2,18 .
In this paper we have tried to put together several models found in literature in order to express the dependence of the

time to SCC failure on the crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane. In Section 2.1 we describe the phenomenologi-
cal model starting from which we developed a program to describe the stress corrosion crack propagation in the cladding of
the CANDU type fuel element. In Section 2.2 we describe the improvements we have brought to this model to reach our
goal. In Section 2.2.1 we describe how the criterion of transgranular cracking can be written in terms of the surface energy
and of the plastic work. In Section 2.2.2 we present the model used to express the plastic work as a function of the surface
energy. In Section 2.2.3 the dependence of the surface energy on the crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane and
on the iodine fractional coverage is described. The results we obtained are presented in Section 3.

2. The model

2.1. Phenomenological model for the iodine stress corrosion crack propagation

w x w xWe have selected from the literature 13 as a model to describe the cladding stress corrosion cracking and adapted it 19
to describe the stress corrosion cracking for the CANDU type fuel element cladding.

w xThe assumptions of the model are summarised below 13 and completed with our adaptations.
Ž .I1
Ž .a The mechanical and chemical flaws in the cladding wall are supposed to be sites where stress corrosion cracks can be

initiated and they can be considered as initial cracks.
Ž .b Only the areas on the internal surface of the cladding adjacent to pellet–pellet interfaces are of interest for SCC. This

w xfact is supported by the experimental observation 20 which showed the concentration of the fission products on the internal
surface of the cladding near the pellet–pellet interfaces. On the other hand it is known that important stress concentrations
take place in the cladding in the vicinity of the pellet–pellet interfaces and at the end caps. Given N the number of nuclear
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fuel pellets in the considered fuel element, there are Nq1 such surfaces of interest for the SCC phenomenon. The total area
of the surface of interest for SCC, A , is given bys

A sp dl Nq1 , 1Ž . Ž .s

where: d is the internal diameter of the cladding; l is the width of the annular area in the cladding where the fission products
are supposed to concentrate; in our calculations we considered ls10y3 m.

Ž . w xc The distribution of the initial cracks is supposed to be Weibull type 13 :
p

f c s1yexp ykA 1r c , 2'Ž . Ž .Ž .0 s 0

w xwhere k and p are constants as defined in Ref. 13 ; c is the initial crack length; A is the surface area of interest for SCC0 s
Ž .of the fuel element given by Eq. 1 .

Ž .I2
Ž .a To describe the evolution of the stress corrosion crack, the transversal section of the cladding is assumed to consist in

Ž .a certain number of radial elements annuli . We considered these annuli of width equal to the initial crack length.
Ž .b The local iodine concentration can be calculated using the equation

41 Li
cs u A , 3Ž .Ý iA ls iis1

131 132Ž . Žwhere: A is defined by Eq. 2 ; u is the atomic mass unity; L is the activity of the ith iodine isotope is1,4: I, I,s i
133 135 .I, I as it has been calculated with a computer code which describes the fuel element behaviour; l is the radioactivei

constant of the ith iodine isotope; A is the atomic mass of the ith iodine isotope.i
Ž . w xc According to the model proposed in Ref. 13 , iodine penetration into the Zircaloy is assumed to be a diffusionlike

process and surface diffusion andror adsorption is rate controlling. As a consequence, iodine penetration is permitted only in
the first unfailed element of the cladding and the rate of increase of the iodine concentration, I, at the first unfailed element
is given by the equation

d I I Q k3 5
s exp y I exp y y I , 4Ž .eff kž / ž /6d t w RT ´

w xwhere: the constants I , I , k , k and the activation energy for iodine diffusion, Q, were given in Ref. 13 ; w is the width3 eff 5 6

of the fuel cladding; T is the absolute temperature of the internal surface of the cladding and ´ is the local strain in the first
unfailed element. The surface reactions have been neglected in this first approximation. The model described in the paper
w x w x13 that we have chosen 19 permits further improvements in the evaluation of the iodine concentration by considering in

Ž .the left hand side of the Eq. 4 terms which account explicitly for the surface reactions in which iodine is generated or lost.
Ž .I3

Ž . w xa The stress, s , for each element is assumed to have the following expression 13 :i
u trs ss qs ; is1,n, 5Ž .i i i

where: s tr describes the material behaviour during uniaxial stress and can be evaluated using the stress–strain curve, s tr isi i

a term which accounts for plastic constraint and stress triaxiality at the crack tip and its expression is considered to be given
by

2
n yni n Xus s2s 1yexp yk B , is1,n, 5w x Ž .Ž .i y 3 ž /n ynct n

w xwhere: k is a constant 13 and the strain in the ith annular element, n is the radial distance from the ith annulus to the3 i

annulus situated at equal distances from the external and the internal surfaces; ct is the index corresponding to the element
Ž .where the crack tip is placed and B is defined in connection with Eq. 6 .

w xThe strain, ´ , for each element is given by Ref. 13 :i

´ sAqB exp yk n y1 , is1,n, 6w x Ž .Ž .i 2 i

Ž . w xwhere A, B are the degrees of freedom for Eq. 6 and k is a constant 13 .2
Ž .b Mechanical equilibrium conditions are considered to be fulfilled:

n

s D AÝ i i
isnu

s s ; 7Ž .nh

D AÝ i
is1

n

M s0s s D A y ; 8Ž . Ž .Ýys0 i i i
isnu
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Ž .where: s is the overall hoop stress in the cladding, M is the resultant moment about the point with ys0, D A is theh ys0 i

area of the ith element; n is the index of the first unfailed element, n is the total number of radial elements. Based onu

experimental observations the model supposes that the corrosion crack propagation process has three stages: intergranular
cracking, transgranular cracking and ductile rupture. The local failure criteria have been determined using experimental data
w x13 : intergranular cracking criterion

IG I s10y6 grcm2, 9Ž .IG

where I is the local iodine concentration;transgranular cracking criterion

s Gs , 10Ž .n 0,cqfu

s0,cqf
1G I s I ; 11Ž .TG IG ž /s

ductile rupture criterion

1 2
u´ G´ s´ q exp yk B , 12Ž .Ž .n R R 3u 3 3

u w xwhere: s is the stress limit for SCC; ´ , k and B are constants 13 ; s and ´ are the local stress and strain in the0,cqf R 3 n nu u

first unfailed element, respectively.
With these assumptions and criteria, the problem of describing the evolution of the stress corrosion crack in the fuel

Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Želement cladding becomes one of solving a 2nq2 equation system Eqs. 5 – 8 with 2nq2 unknown quantities A,
. w xB, ´ , is1,n, s , is1,n . Starting from this model we have developed a computer program 19 . This program evaluatesi i

the time to SCC failure for a given power history containing a power ramp.
w xWe have chosen the overall model described in Ref. 13 because it could be adapted to describe the SCC behaviour of

CANDU type fuel elements through the use of the particular values for the area A corresponding to the surface of interests
Žfor SCC, for the iodine concentration at the surfaces of interest for SCC evaluated starting from the values of the iodine

.isotope activities in the gap predicted by a fuel code and for the temperature of the inner surface of the cladding; the model
has also permitted the consideration of the adequate stress–strain curve. On the other hand, we have chosen the model

w xdescribed in Ref. 13 because it can be used in connection with a computer code which does not perform finite element
analysis to evaluate the stress in the cladding but computes the overall hoop stress in the cladding, s .h

2.2. Model to describe the dependence of the SCC process on the crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane and on
the iodine fractional coÕerage

We were interested in expressing quantitatively the dependence of the SCC time to failure on the crystallographic
w xorientation of the cracking plane. For this reason, we have tried to improve the overall model described in Ref. 13

expressing the transgranular failure criterion in terms of surface energy. Then we expressed the surface energy as a function
of the Miller indices of the crystallographic plane where the atomic bond breaking takes place.

2.2.1. The dependence of the stress threshold for transgranular crack propagation on the surface energy
w xThe threshold stress for the transgranular propagation of the stress corrosion crack was deduced 13 from K dataISCC

Žobtained from unirradiated Zircaloy with typical basal pole texture the peak density of the basal poles at ;308 to the radial
.direction . We can express this threshold stress in thermodynamic terms, considering the crack propagation to be an

w x Žequilibrium process 21,22 . We assume that the crack is ‘infinitely’ sharp and that it propagates in the mode I opening
.mode .

w xWhen the cladding material is considered to be elastic, the thermodynamic criterion for the crack propagation is 22

c 2 Eg 2 Eg0 0maxs ss Gs s2 s2 , 13Ž .(n 0,cqf ((u r pc pr

Ž max. Ž .where: E is Young’s modulus; the stress concentration factor for an ‘infinitely’ sharp crack, s r s , where s and
max w x 's are the applied and the local stress corresponding to the crack extension, was expressed 22 as 2 crr , c being theŽ .

w xcrack length and r being the radius of curvature at the crack tip; g is the surface energy. The surface energy is defined 220

as the work done in creating a new surface area by breaking of atomic bonds.
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When the cladding material is considered to be a brittle deformable one, a realistic fracture theory must take into account
w xthe ideal fracture work and the plastic work due to the dislocation emission in front of the crack, g 23 . As a result, thep

transgranular cracking criterion for the local stress becomes

E 2g qg E 2g qgc Ž . Ž .0 p 0 pmaxs ss Gs s2 s2 . 14Ž .(n 0,cqf ((u r pc pr

Although the representation of the mechanical work of cracking as a sum between the plastical work g and the elasticalp
w xwork, g is controversial 24 , we considered it as a first approximation step. The aim of this paper was to show the0

possibility of quantitatively expressing the dependence of the SCC time to failure on the orientation of the cracking plane
Ž .and we consider that this approximation would not affect drastically the conclusions of our work. Considering in Eq. 13 the

w xaverage values for E and g in Zircaloy-4, we could determine from the value of s used in Ref. 13 the order of0 0,cqf

magnitude of the average curvature radius at the crack tip as being 10y5 m.

2.2.2. The dependence of the plastic work on the surface energy
<We could evaluate the dependence of the plastic work of fracture, w sg , on the ideal work of fracture, g , usingfracturep p

w xthe model presented in Ref. 23 —a microscopic theory of deformable solids fracture which establishes the relation between
the fracture ideal work and the plastic work. The model assumptions are briefly pointed out below.
Ž .I1 The static analysis can be applied to the dynamic process of crack propagation.
Ž .I2 The dislocation emission at the crack tip and the bond stretching are simultaneous processes.
Ž .I3 Plastic work is caused by the network resistance to the dislocation movement only and the contribution of the
dislocation nucleation can be neglected.
Ž . Ž .I4 Dislocations emitted at the crack tip are in the crack plane so that a Dudgale–Bilby–Cottrell–Swinden DBCS model
can be applied.
Ž .I5 The speed of the dislocations under stress depends on a certain constant power, n, of the local stress.
Ž . Ž .I6 Only the bond between the first atom pair nearest to the microcrack tip is implied in the cracking process and the
restoring force is harmonic.
Ž .I7 The extent of the plastic zone, s, is much less than the crack length, c.

w x w xWe shall shortly discuss here the applicability of the model described in Ref. 23 to Zircaloy-4. In Ref. 23 it is stated
that a microcrack must be nucleated ahead a notch or a precrack, for example at a carbide or another hard inclusion in steel.

w xFor Zircaloy-4, in the overall model 13 we adopted, cracks can be initiated at sites of chemical inhomogeneity at the inner
surface; it is considered that when local iodine concentration is greater or equal to I intergranular propagation of crackIG

takes place. In this paper we consider that the intergranular cracking produces the fresh microcrack starting from which the
Griffith type fracture will proceed.

w xIn Ref. 23 a DBCS model is used for the dislocations emitted at the crack tip. The plastic work, w , produced byp

dislocations during the time t is expressed as

1
ny1 2 4 n3pG F 1yy nq1 K nq1Ž . Ž .0 2w s t , 15Ž .p 3nq1 ž /8 G2

where: G is the shear modulus; K is the stress intensity factor; t is the time at which we evaluate the plastic work; y is
Poisson ratio; F sgbÕ ; b is the Burgers vector; Õ is an empirical parameter, gy1 is the linear spacing of the emitted0 0 0

dislocations or the distance over which any emitted dislocation has to move away from the microcrack tip before the next
Ž . w xdislocation can be emitted; n is a constant as defined in assumption I5 23 . F and n are considered adjustable parameters0

of the model.
To evaluate the plastic work per unit length of the virtual microcrack extension, we are interested now in evaluating the

Ž .time corresponding to bond breaking. Considering assumption I6 , if y is the coordinate perpendicular to the plane of the¨
microcrack, that is the direction of the bond stretching, the equation of motion of the atom pair is

mysyk yqb2t t , 16Ž . Ž .¨

where: m is the mass of one atom, k is the elastic constant of the bond; b2 is the area per atom and t denotes the local
stress. It is assumed that the restoring force vanishes when a bond is stretched through a displacement d . When the surface

Ž .energy g is small or the stress intensity factor, K , is large, Eq. 16 can be approximated by

b2

ys t t . 17Ž . Ž .¨
m
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w xUsing the model DBCS, the expression for the time at which the bond breaks, t , was determined in Ref. 23 as beingb

2nq1 y
2 nq1n 2nq1 d KŽ . nq2

t s , 18Ž .b 2 ž /Gb nq1Ž .

where

1
2b 1yy nq1

bs G . 19Ž .
m 2F nq1Ž .0

Ž . Ž .Introducing t from Eq. 18 in Eq. 15 , we obtain the correct expression for the plastic work as

2
2ny1

2 nq1Ž . 2 ny3 Ž .3 2 ny1 4 2 ny1223p n 2nq1 mdF G KŽ . 02nq12 nq1 2 nq1w s 2 1yy . 20Ž . Ž .p 2 ž /8 G2b

w xThe thermodynamic criterion for unstable microcrack extension for deformable solids can be written as 23

K 2

Esy 1yy q2gqw g , K F0, 21Ž . Ž . Ž .p2G

Ž . Ž .where E is the total energy of the system. Taking into account Eq. 20 , the condition given in Eq. 21 can be written as

Ž .4 2 ny1
1yyŽ . 2nq12U syK q2 pqrK F0, 22Ž .EN EN EN2

where we used the following notations:

E°
U sEN Gb

K
K sEN 'G b~ . 23Ž .g
ps

Gb
Ž . 2 ny33 2 ny1 Ž .2r 2 nq1Ž2 ny7.r23p n 2nq1 md bŽ .2nq12 nq1rs 2 1yyŽ .¢ 8 2G

Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..The equality in relations Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 corresponds to the equilibrium of the crack. We could calculate K , andEN
Ž X.consequently K , by numerically solving Eq. 22 :

Ž .4 2 ny1
1yyŽ . 2nq1 X2yK q2 pqrK s0, 22Ž .EN EN2

for any given value of the surface energy, g . With this value of K corresponding to the fracture, K , and taking intoG
Ž . <account the condition of the microcrack equilibrium as contained in Eq. 21 we could express the value of w sgfracturep p

for the considered value of g .

2.2.3. The dependence of the surface energy on the crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane and on the iodine
fractional coÕerage

We suppose that all the iodine species considered active in the SCC process react with Zircaloy and produce ZrI .4
w x Ž .Following the assumption of Williford 3 , we neglected the formation of ZrI x-4 species. The rate at which ZrI isx 4

w xproduced by Zircaloy–iodine reaction has been described using a simple first-order chemical rate reaction 6 :

I s I 1yeyK t , 24Ž . Ž .R 0
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where I is the concentration of iodine which reacted with the Zircaloy, I is the concentration of free iodine initially at theR 0
w xcrack tip, t is the time and K is the reaction rate constant. In paper 6 , K is considered to be given by

kT
yQ r RTKs e , 25Ž .

h

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and Qs1.16=105 Jrmol K is the
w xactivation energy 6 .

Ž .We consider here that all iodine species react with Zircaloy following the rate reaction expressed by Eq. 24 , with the
Ž .same reaction rate constant given by Eq. 25 . Further improvements can be made in the model considering the real values of

the sticking coefficients for each iodine isotope in order to express the chemical reaction rate constant corresponding to each
iodine isotope more precisely.

w xThe modified Langmuir isotherm 3,6,7 was used to represent the adsorption of the assumed embrittling agent onto the
metal surface:

p Pr
us , with p s log , 26Ž .r1qp pr c

where u is the fractional surface coverage, p is the ZrI pressure, p is the critical pressure representing the initiation of the4 c
y2 w xobservable SCC effects; p s10 Pa 6 .c

w xThe ZrI is assumed to embrittle Zy by reducing its surface energy 3,7 :4

g sg qDg , Dg-0, 27Ž .s 0

2 w xwhere g (1 Jrm is the initial surface energy of the Zircaloy in the unembrittled state; Dg was calculated 3 using Gibbs0

equation as follows:

uS
Dgsy RTd ln P , 28Ž . Ž .

AN

where S is the surface atom density, A is Avogadro’ s number and R is the ideal gas constant. The logarithmic pressureN
Ž . w x Ž .differential, d ln P , was evaluated 3 taking into account that below p SCC effects are negligible and thus Eq. 28 tookc

the form

uS
Dgsy RT ln prp , 29Ž .Ž .cAN

Ž . Ž .where ln prp can be expressed from Eq. 26 ; thusc

S u 2

Dgsy RT ln 10. 30Ž .
A 1yuN

w x Ž .Hwang and Han 7 expressed the surface atom density S in Eq. 30 as the inverse of the area S of a primitive unit meshhkil

surface and considered the following relation giving S as a function of the Miller indices, i, j, k and l in the hcp crystal:hkil

1r221 c
2 2 2 2S s a 4 h qhkqk q31 . 31Ž . Ž .hkil ž /2 a

w xThis was the way to express the reduction of surface energy as a function of the Miller indices of the considered surface 7 :

1 u 2

Dg s RT ln 10. 32Ž .hkil S N 1yuhkil A

Ž . w xEq. 27 could be written as 7

g sg yDg 33Ž .s 0,hk i l hk i l

in order to emphasise the dependence of the surface energy on the Miller indices of the considered surface.
w xThe surface energies at 0 K are given 7 as follows:

g sqg ; 34Ž .0,hk i l b
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w xwhere g is the energy of the basal plane which serves as a reference value, and q was considered to be 7b

4hq4kq3z l°
region limited by 0001 1122 1011Ž .Ž .Ž .

24 c
2 2 23z h qhkqk q lŽ .( ž /3 a~qs , 35Ž .

4hq4kq 2hq2kq l zŽ .
region limited by 1122 1011 1120Ž .Ž .Ž .

24 c
2 2 23z h qhkqk q lŽ .(¢ ž /3 a

w xwhere z was evaluated 7 as 1.1412 for zirconium.

3. Computational results

3.1. The dependence of the time to failure on the applied stress

w xWe have studied the applicability of the model presented in Ref. 13 , with adaptations shown in Section 2.1 for local
concentration calculation and for the stress–strain curve, in describing the SCC behaviour of the CANDU type fuel.

Primarily, we verified the dependence of the time to SCC failure, t , on the applied stress considering severalfSCC

stress–strain curves. The results obtained for the irradiated cladding at 598 K and 617 K are presented in Figs. 1 and 2
comparatively with the results obtained by the authors of the model, noted JNM_99. The stress–strain curves used in

Ž . w xperforming calculations were: 1 obtained in INR in tensile tests on irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding samples at 573 K 25 ;
Ž .the corresponding results were noted INR_ax; 2 obtained in INR in burst tests on irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding samples at

w x Ž . w x573 K 25 ; the corresponding results were noted INR_burst; 3 found in the literature 26 and obtained by straining in
iodine and argon environment at 629 K samples obtained by tangential prelevation from claddings; the corresponding results

Ž . Ž .have been noted JNM_199 tg_I and JNM_199 tg_Ar .
The dependencies evaluated using our program follow those determined by the authors of the model. We consider that

the differences observed are caused by the different stress–strain curves we have used. For further calculations with our
model, we selected the stress–strain curves determined in the burst tests performed in INR on irradiated Zircaloy-4.

Fig. 1. The dependence of the SCC time to failure of the cladding, t , on the macroscopic hoop stress, s ; T s598 K; irradiatedfSCC h

material.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the SCC time to failure of the cladding, t , on the macroscopic hoop stress, s ; T s614 K; irradiatedfSCC h

material.

3.2. The dependence of the stress threshold for transgranular crack propagation on the crystallographic orientation of the
cracking plane and on the iodine fractional coÕerage

Following the calculations presented in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we could express the value of the threshold stress
for the transgranular propagation of the crack for every given crystallographic plane and every chosen value of the fractional
coverage. We considered the following constants in calculation: curvature radius at the crack tip, rs10y5 m; the distance
corresponding to the restoring force vanishing, ds4=10y9 m and the following values for the adjustable parameters of the
model presented in Section 2.2.2; f s8.24=103 mrs and ns1.5.0

We have calculated the dependence of the transgranular cracking threshold stress, s , on the angle v between the0,cqf

basal plane and the plane in which the breaking of the Zr–Zr bond takes place, in absence of iodine. We have considered

Fig. 3. The dependence of the threshold stress for transgranular cracking on the interplanar angle, v, formed by the plane in which bond
breaks with basal plane; u s0.
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the threshold stress for transgranular cracking on the interplanar angle, v, formed by the plane in which bond
breaks with the basal plane; u s0.25.

w x Ž .eight families of planes, such that 7 the corresponding hk10 planes were separated by approximately 58. These families of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .planes were: 112L , 213L , 527L , 314L , 415L , 718L , 9110L and 112L . The results are shown in Fig. 3. We

performed the same calculations for other three values of the iodine fractional coverage: 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 and the results
are shown in Figs. 4–6, respectively. It is obvious that the stress threshold decreases with the increase of the fractional
coverage. Figs. 3–6 show that the threshold stress variation with the crystallographic orientation of the plane is increased

Ž .with increasing the iodine fractional coverage. For all the four u values considered, the set of planes 101L minimized the
threshold stress for transgranular propagation of the crack.

Fig. 5. The dependence of the threshold stress for transgranular cracking on the interplanar angle, v, formed by the plane in which bond
breaks with the basal plane; u s0.50.
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the threshold stress for transgranular cracking on the interplanar angle, v, formed by the plane in which bond
breaks with the basal plane; u s0.75.

3.3. The SCC time to failure dependence on the crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane and on the iodine
fractional coÕerage

We calculated dependence of the SCC time to failure, t , on the orientation of the plane in which the breaking of thefSCC

Zr–Zr bond takes place and on the iodine fractional coverage for two power ramps appearing at 135 MWhrkgU and 185
MWhrkgU. To do this, we used the overall model presented in Section 2.1 with the improvements described in Section 2.3.

Ž .In each case, we performed calculations for the family of planes 101L because as shown in Section 3.2, this family of
planes is characterised by the lowest values the threshold stress for transgranular stress corrosion crack propagation and for

w xthe SCC time to failure. Previous calculations 27 have also shown that for this family of planes the surface energy, and the
SCC time to failure have minimum values. To evaluate the actual value of the fractional coverage with ZrI at the internal4

Fig. 7. The dependence of the time to SCC failure, t , on the angle, v, between the basal plane and the plane of the bond Zr–Zr whichfSCC

breaks and on the iodine fractional coverage for a power ramp at 135 MW hrkg U.
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Fig. 8. The dependence of the time to SCC failure, t , on the angle, v, between the basal plane and the plane of the bond Zr–Zr whichfSCC

breaks and on the iodine fractional coverage for a power ramp at 185 MW hrkg U.

surface of the cladding detailed data on the iodine retention in the graphite by chemical reactions, absorption and adsorption
w xare necessary but unfortunately we did not have such data but for the iodine adsorption 16 . We performed calculation for

four different values of the fractional coverage with ZrI , 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 for each case we considered.4

The calculated values of the times to failure have the order of magnitude of those observed in real power ramps. The
results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 and they show that the time to SCC failure decreases when the burnup at which the
power ramp occurs increases and when the iodine fractional coverage increases. These results stress the capacity of our
improved model to express quantitatively the dependence of the SCC time to failure on the iodine coverage and on the
crystallographic orientation of the cracking plane.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We have developed a program to describe the evolution of the stress corrosion cracks in the fuel element cladding during
power ramps and verified the possibility to apply the program for CANDU type fuel. Our goal was to express quantitatively
the dependence of the SCC time to failure on the cracking plane orientation. We expressed the threshold stress for the
transgranular crack propagation in terms of the surface energy using the Griffith criterion. Then, we took into account the
dependence of the surface energy on the crystallographic orientation of the plane in which the breaking of the Zr–Zr bond

Žtakes place. It was thus possible to study the effect of the cracking plane orientation perpendicular to the plane of the Zr–Zr
.bond being broken in the cracking process and of the iodine fractional coverage on the value of the time to SCC failure.

Calculations have been made with the program and the values obtained for the times to failure were close to the actual
ones. A strong dependence of the time to failure on the cracking plane orientation and on the iodine fractional coverage was
observed.

It is possible to improve our method to evaluate the evolution of a stress corrosion crack in the fuel element cladding by
quantifying the iodine adsorption in graphite based on available experimental data.
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